ProPanels - Jacked Up Retro Fit Kit

Kit Includes:

- 2 – Adjustable Legs - (Top 2 items)
- 2 – Adapters - (w/set screw&thumbscrew)
- 1 – T-shape installation tool
- 1 - Cutting Guide (small for 6ft panels)
  OR
- 1 - Cutting Guide (large for 7ft panels)

Tools Needed:

- 1 - Razor Knife
- 1 - Hammer
- 1 - Medium Slot Screwdriver

Installation Instructions:

1. Stand your panel on its edge, legs facing you. Remove screw in leveler (foot of panel leg). If applicable remove strap. Set the strap aside, you will need to reinstall it during step 3.

2. Slip supplied cutting guide over panel leg, under carpet, until it hits crossbar (horizontal bar at the bottom of the panel). While holding the cutting guide tightly, use razor knife to cut the black vinyl around the base of the cutting guide, and then again to the bottom end of the leg. Peel off piece of black vinyl and REMOVE cutting guide.

OVER
3. Remove the leg insert (white piece inside panel leg) by screwing in the leveler and using the screwdriver and hammer on the leveler to tap it out (insert and leveler will come out together). IMPORTANT! Replace strap, if there was a strap on this leg (next to seam of cover).

4. Take provided adapter and make sure the screws are “clear” inside (you should be able to slide your finger inside and not feel anything). Slide the adapter on the panel leg. IMPORTANT! The thumbscrew/set screw should be facing towards the inside of the opposite panel leg with the setscrew towards the panel and thumbscrew towards the foot. Place the T-Shape Installation Tool inside the adapter.

Tap the T-shape tool with the hammer until the adapter just touches black vinyl. Rotate and turn the T-shape tool to remove. (If stuck tap out with the hammer) REPLACE the T-shape tool inside the adapter. (The T-shape tool helps clear the dimples on the inside of the leg with initial entry. Second placement ensures leg stays round when adapter is tightened).

5. Gently tighten the set-screw using slot head screwdriver until you feel it touch, and then no more than an additional 1/4 turn. Don’t over tighten! If T-shape tool doesn’t come out easily this time, back off the screw a bit. Remove T-Shape tool.

6. Slide the adjustable leg inside the panel leg with the divots facing the thumbscrew. When choosing the height of leg, be sure the thumbscrew seats in one of the divots. Divots are 1” apart for easy indexing.

If you have additional questions, please call us at 214-350-5765